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MACRO UPDATE: FED YELLEN, UKRAINE IMPACT, GERMAN ORDERS AND 

TAXES 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

FED: WHAT CAN YELLEN SAY? 

As usual, pundits will dissect every word Yellen says at her semi-annual testimony today. But why bother? Even she simply 

cannot know the precise state of the US economy in late 2014 and early 2015. She thus cannot reveal when exactly the Fed 

may drop the "extended period" promise of ultra-low rates and whether or not it will then be six months until the first rate 

hike.  

 

The recent US data were mixed: weak Q1 GDP but likely to be revised up as more data for the less cold March become 

available; strong labour market, better PMIs after the snow had melted. The Fed's calm reaction to these data suggests two 

things: first, it would take a major sustained deviation of the data from Fed expectations to alter the pace of tapering; se-

cond, with growth likely to be around 3% in the second half of 2014 and in 2015, the best guess remains that the Fed starts 

to raise rates roughly six months after ending its asset purchases this October. We look for the first Fed hike in April 2015, 

with the Fed likely starting to tweak the "extended period" promise this autumn. 

 

UKRAINE: ANY IMPACT ON EUROPE? 

It continues to get worse on the ground. While suspiciously well-organised and well-armed pro-Russian irregulars are dig-

ging in in major parts of Donbass, the Ukrainian pushback against the hostage takers of Sloviansk has apparently made little 

progress. The Putin-style "referendum" which the separatists want to stage this Sunday in those places where they occupy 

public buildings will likely be a ridiculous shambles. But the separatists can probably obstruct the presidential election (first 

round 25 May) in a number of major places, depriving the future president of Ukraine of some legitimacy in parts of the 

East.  

 

Judging from afar, it appears to be a creeping Russian invasion by proxy, with some scenes reminiscent of civil war. The 

troubles are dreadful. But so far, they remain below the threshold of an open Russian invasion (Russian tanks rolling West) 

that could cause a huge rather than just a modest negative confidence shock across central and western Europe and derail 

the European recovery. It's the confidence impact we have to watch. Short of a full energy embargo (extremely unlikely), 

sanctions against Russia will likely have only a marginal impact on the Eurozone economy. Together with capital flight, 

they will likely cripple the Russian economy in the long run, though. 

 

GERMAN ORDERS: SOFTER MARCH, SOLID TREND 

Does the 2.8% drop in German factory orders in March suggest that global troubles have started to hurt Germany? Not at 

all. The headline-grabbing fall was caused solely by bulk orders that were strongly below average in March. These bulk or-

ders are very volatile, depending for instance on the vagaries as to when exactly Airbus orders (technically often from head-

quarters in France) are booked at German production sites. Excluding bulk orders, overall German factory orders advanced 

1.9% qoq in Q1. That is still a solid run rate rather than a clear slowdown which the flat reading for overall orders including 

bulk orders for Q1 would otherwise suggest.  

 

We expect Ukraine/Russia to have a modest dampening impact on German and, to a lesser extent, Eurozone growth in Q2 

and Q3.  But strong demand from the US and the UK, the end of austerity across most of the Eurozone and a buoyant 

domestic economy will likely cushion this modest external shock. German domestic orders advanced 1.9% qoq in Q1, with 

broad-based gains driven by consumption goods (+3.2% qoq) and investment goods (+2.6% qoq). Record employment and 

the boost to real wages courtesy of low inflation underpin stronger German consumption. 

 

The strength in the German economy also shows up in tax receipts. According to newspaper reports, the semi-annual 

official tax estimate due tomorrow could show an upward revision in total German tax receipts by up to €40bn over five 

years. That’s a nice cushion and – hopefully - a basis for modest tax cuts in coming years. After years in which Germany’s 
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small but nasty anti-euro right tried to stoke fears that German/ECB euro policies could cause inflation and place unafford-

able burdens on German taxpayers, the actual results of these policies are perfect price stability, a balanced German budget 

and record tax receipts. Well done, Mario Merkel.  
 

This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is not a 
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investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim completeness regarding the 

information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s 

procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, state-

ments, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be 

incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of 

any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our 
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